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INTRODUCTION

The monitoring and tracking of volatile organic compounds (VOCs) have gained significant

importance in recent times. The ability to detect, analyze, and understand VOCs released by

patients has opened up new avenues for diagnosis, treatment, and overall patient care. In

healthcare, VOCs can be found in human breath, bodily fluids, and even in the air of medical

facilities. Monitoring these compounds offers valuable insights into various health-related

aspects.

Gas Sensing Systems in Safety and Monitoring

Metabolic processes in the human body at the tissue and organ level release many compounds

including volatiles. The array of volatile components at different stages of aging or health

conditions varies significantly. Identifying such a unique pattern or array of volatiles through

volatile sensing technology can be beneficial in multiple ways as discussed below.

a) Disease Diagnosis:

● Cancer Detection: Volatile organic compounds in breath or bodily fluids can serve as

biomarkers for various types of cancer. Volatile tracking systems can identify unique
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VOC profiles associated with specific cancers, enabling non-invasive and early

detection. The various samples that can be used for the same include bile, blood,

breath, tissue, urine, and others. In case of cancer, the list of

1-methyl-4-propan-2-ylbenzene, 1,2,4-trimethylbenzene, 1,4-xylene, butan-2-one.

● Infectious Disease Monitoring: Certain infections, such as tuberculosis and respiratory

diseases, can alter the VOC composition in the breath. Volatile tracking can be used

to identify these changes, aiding in the early diagnosis of infectious diseases.

b) Monitoring Chronic Conditions:

● Diabetes Management: Monitoring VOCs in a patient's breath can help in managing

diabetes. The presence of specific VOCs (e.g. acetone) is indicative of blood glucose

levels. Continuous tracking can provide real-time data for insulin dosage adjustments.

● Asthma and COPD Care: VOC monitoring can assist in managing chronic respiratory

conditions. By analyzing the breath, healthcare providers can assess the severity of

asthma or chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) and adjust treatment plans

accordingly. E.g. ethane

c) Wound Healing:

● Monitoring VOCs in the vicinity of a wound can provide insights into the wound's

healing progress. Certain compounds indicate infection or complications, helping

medical professionals make informed decisions about wound care.
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d) Infection Control:

● Volatile tracking is essential for maintaining sterile environments in healthcare

settings. Monitoring the air for VOCs can help detect microbial contamination and

maintain the highest hygiene standards.

e) Drug Efficacy:

● Volatile tracking can be used to assess the effectiveness of drugs and treatments. By

analyzing the VOCs in a patient's breath or bodily fluids before and after treatment,

healthcare providers can gauge the treatment's impact.

f) Patient Monitoring:

● Continuous volatile tracking can be integrated into wearable devices, providing

patients and healthcare providers with real-time health data. This is particularly

valuable for remote patient monitoring and telehealth applications.

CONCLUSION

Volatile tracking in healthcare and medical applications is an evolving field with great potential. It

can revolutionize healthcare mandates including disease diagnosis, treatment, and patient care.

By developing an optimal VOC sensor for analysis, healthcare providers could provide more

precise, personalized care and early intervention, to improve patient outcomes. As technology

and research in this field continue to advance, we can expect even more innovative applications

and benefits to emerge, further transforming the landscape of healthcare and medical services.
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